


Introduction

Hello,

My name is Colin Maclachlan and I am a former SAS soldier with over 25 years of security
and risk-related experience, I also appeared in Channel 4’s SAS: Who Dares Wins and
Channel 5’s Secrets of the SAS.

I want to thank you for taking the time to review this brochure. I am personally excited to share
our vision for your event and our experience as former Special Forces soldiers and armed forces
veterans will ensure it is an experience like no other.

I want to ensure that this event and experience is tailored specifically to your needs as an
organisation and as a team. I want to understand the specific areas that you want to improve so
that we can tailor the mission and activities to bring measurable change and improvements in
those key areas. Our experience is more than just a military Bootcamp, my Directing Staff and I
will draw down on over 50 years combined experience in the UK Special Forces whilst serving in
some of the most diverse and hostile environments across the globe. Now it's your turn to
harness that knowledge and the Special Forces Mindset.

We want to ensure we deliver the best package and experience for you and your team, so please
feel free to contact us to discuss any areas of this proposal that need further clarification.

"Our Directing staff can take your Company mission, and make it
into a phenomenal experience with tangible results."

We look forward to hearing from you,

Who Dares Wins

Kind Regards
Colin Maclachlan



About Us

For the last few years, my DS and I have been delivering and
managing meaningful, high energy and memorable events across the
UK. Working in partnership with large events companies and
corporate organisations

We bring a wealth of knowledge and military experience that is unmatched in the event industry.
We deliver Transformational Corporate Teambuilding & Leadership Courses that have measurable
outcomes. We deliver our experiences in locations that provide a rich, dynamic and completely
discreet environment from which to respect the memory and pay homage to the heroic
achievements of the Founding Fathers of the Special Forces. We operate exclusively and privately
from the very hills, lochs and glens where our original Special Forces were forged. This course is
undiluted: from start to finish we’re divulging knowledge, transferring skills you can use individually
and as a team. Access to this rare world is extremely limited. We’ll build the physical, emotional and
mental resilience for you to get maximum benefit and performance.

In short, it’s Mindset Altering!



Our Services Include:
• Realistic Special Forces Experiences - Experience what it is like to be a special

forces operator

• Team development activities - Harness transferable skills from our DS to build a
stronger team dynamic

• Equipment and Safety - The supply of all relevant equipment and safety measures
including medic qualified DS in each team

• Event planning and execution - Fully managed by Special Forces and armed forces
Veterans

• Bringing you adventure - Adrenaline fuelled missions that are both physically and
mentally demanding

• Photograph opportunities - Photograph with celebrity SAS Veteran Colin
Maclachlan and his DS

• Certificate of completion - To include Best Team and Best Team Member

• Site Selection – venue selection and contracts

• Onsite Event Execution – set-up, safety, briefs and post-mission de-brief



Our Packages

All packages also include accommodation and meals for the event.

Bronze Package

The Bronze Package will give attendees a real-life experience of SAS Selection. It will test
them both physically and mentally. The package includes surprise events that will give the
attendees a glimpse into the world of the special forces and its operators.

Silver Package
The silver package includes everything in the Bronze package but adds extra adrenaline-
fuelled activities, additional one-to-one mentoring from the DS and a surprise mission that
will test the candidate's grit, mental resilience and determination.

Gold Package
Our ultimate package. Attendees will spend the day in the shoes of a special forces operator,
rub shoulders with and learn from SAS Veterans, handle weapons and travel via land, sea
and air whilst conducting realistic missions that will teach them tangible skills. They will
experience events and activities that will stay with them for the rest of their lives. This
package will be the ultimate test and enable the attendees to harness the mindset of the
special forces operator.

Key Activities Include:

• Shooting and use of live explosives

• Abseiling

• Kayaking and Speed Boats

• Mental and Physical tests

• Survival skills

• Escape, Evasion and Interrogation

• Use of aeroplanes, helicopters and military vehicles

• Team Building

• Code Breaking

Have you got what it takes to pass? Can you evade the hunter force?



Next Steps

Upon selection of a package, a detailed work back schedule
will be provided, with key deliverable dates. A service
agreement and invoice for 50% of the overall fee will be sent
for signature and payment.

Get in touch for a bespoke quote based on the activities you require. Once received we
can send a quote and proposal for your perusal. We will then begin planning and
booking the activities for the big day.

Please note, no experience that we deliver is ever the same. It is bespoke to every
organisation. We would schedule a video call to discuss the areas you would like us to
focus on improving within your team/organisation. Any specific details will be discussed
and we can then develop a tailored event that has measurable outcomes, thus improving
your team and your business as a whole.

If you have any questions please reach out. We want to ensure this is the perfect event
for you and your team.

My Directing Staff and I look forward to seeing you soon.

Remember, Who Dares Wins!

Kind Regards

Colin Maclachlan

info@stoicevents.co.uk


